
 

 

 

MUST-FOLLOW INTERIOR DESIGN TRENDS FOR SPRING 2021 

 

BRABBU, Rug’Society, and Maison Valentina consider that interior design trends are not 

only about exploring and experimenting, but also about reflecting people’s personalities and 

beliefs.  

 

Although these trends are constantly changing, the pandemic event of 2020, forced people 

to reimagine their spaces and focusing on the importance of building a functional space, that 

brings the energy and the feeling of a refugee at the same time. 

 

The brands are conscious that comfort is the 

key trend for 2021, but there are numerous 

ways to combine practicality with elegance 

and sophistication, which is why the following 

trends suggestion will certainly captivate 

people’s attention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Products: FITZROY Corner Sofa, KOI Centre Table 

and CUZCO Rug by BRABBU 

 



 

 

EARTH TONES  

 

Earth tones are very popular in interior design, 

and 2021 will be no exception. Warm taupes, 

shades of brown, sands, beige, or terracotta, will 

continue to be superb options to craft home 

décor. This palette is perfect for modern 

interiors, as they counteract the sometimes cold 

and unhospitable sensation these interiors can 

give off. Besides, given their low saturation and 

innate presence in the real world, pairing these 

shades does not present any challenge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Products: MECCA II Side Table, HERA Armchair and CYRUS Floor Light by BRABBU and GRAFF Rug by 

Rug´Society | COMO Chaise Longue by BRABBU and Oslo Rug by Rug’Society | Timeless Three Hole Mixer 

Tap by Maison Valentina | Mermaid Rug by Rug’Society 



 

 

THE MIX BETWEEN NEUTRALS AND 

STRONG COLOURS  

 

Neutral tones seem to be popular when it comes 

to interior design but playing with stronger colours 

and patterns can benefit home décor. For 

example, greens are definitely on the rise, and 

given the subtle nature, they can be used along 

with some other colourful tones or 

monochromatic neutrals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Products: NAOKI Stool, NUKA Armchair, BOURBON 

Sofa and LALLAN Centre Table by BRABBU and OSCAR Rug by Rug’Society 

  



 

 

CURVED SHAPES  

 

Curved and rounded shapes are a huge 

interior design trend for this year. There are no 

edges in decoration, and round shapes are 

considered to be kinder and more welcoming. 

Products like this corner sofa by BRABBU, 

round rugs, mirrors, tables, or even bathtubs, 

will make a home feel heartier and more 

elegant, super ready for 2021 spring. 

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Products: AGRA Dining Table and CAYO II Dining Chair, AGATHA Rug by Rug’Society | FITZROY Corner 

Sofa, KOI Centre Table and CUZCO Rug by BRABBU | SYMPHONY Bathtub by Maison Valentina | OSLO 

Rug by Rug’Society 

 

 

 



 

 

ABOUT BRABBU 

BRABBU is a design brand that reflects an intense way of living, bringing fierceness, strength 

and power into an urban lifestyle. With a diverse range of furniture, casegoods, upholstery, 

lighting and rugs, and through sensory design, we pass on a unique experience in every 

product we design and produce. With BRABBU you will get more than a design product: you 

will get a diversity of spaces filled with memories and unique sensations in perfect harmony 

with your spaces and your personality. That is why we are the first choice for the most 

remarkable high end residential and hospitality projects around the world. BRABBU is present 

at the world’s most renowned design events with new versatile design products for eclectic 

environments that foresee the next trends. 

GET IN TOUCH! 

General Enquires 

press@brabbu.com 

+351 912 354 698 

 

ABOUT MAISON VALENTINA  

 

Made with pure love, Maison Valentina is a bathroom furniture brand that combines 

functionality with unique design products. Every piece of Maison Valentina’s bath ware is 

handcrafted with top quality materials and enriched with the finest details. Allowing our 

customers to experience their true selves during their invigorating moments, we create a true 

sensory experience. Our collections offer you a wide selection of basins and vanities, as well 

as a range of accessories to dress the perfect bathroom. With just one brand, you will get a 

complete selection of products to create a unique project. One inspiration, multiple options. 

You choose 

For more information and High-Resolution Images please contact: 

Maison Valentina 



 

 

Press Manager 

press@maisonvalentina.net 

+ 351 911 836 777 

 

 

ABOUT RUG’SOCIETY 

Rug'Society is an exquisite Portuguese brand of Rugs and coverings selection that aims to 

transform rugs into pieces of art. Rug’Society appears with a strong connotation to the 

eclectic style, a brand that transmits emotions, and that is our starting point for every design 

that we conceive to stimulate and develop new trends. It is time to be masters in tapestry 

and, for that, Rug'Society presents us with a bold and contemporary design, always thinking 

on the future, and giving our products uniqueness, exclusiveness and premium design. 

For Further Information Contact: 

Press Relations Manager 

press@rugsociety.eu 
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